HONORING DR. FREDERICK D. HARRIS
ON THE OCCASION OF SIXTY YEARS OF LIVING

WHEREAS, on March 7, 2019, Dr. Frederick D. Harris, a board-certified internal
medicine physician in private practice at the Severance Medical Arts Building in Cleveland
Heights celebrates the joyous occasion of his 60th birthday; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Harris has more than 34 years practicing medicine in Greater Cleveland
having earned his undergraduate degree, Magna Cum Laude, from Case Western Reserve
University School of Medicine in 1985; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Harris is a Moreland Hills resident and specializes in hypertension,
diabetes, medical metrics, and has treated numerous patients who reside in Woodmere
Village, Ohio; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Harris received the Health and Wellness award from 100 Black Men
of Greater Cleveland for outstanding efforts to improve the quality of life of people and
the Citizen of the Year Award from Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., Zeta Omega Chapter
for heighten awareness of health concerns and medical disparities through community
action and outreach; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Harris has an unwavering commitment to colleagues, staff, earning
the admiration and respect of the medical community as 2018 Physician of the Year and
recording a near perfect patient satisfaction rating of 4.9 out of 5 by the Press Ganey
Patient Satisfaction Survey, where one patient “Dr. Frederick Harris was wonderful.
I've never had a doctor who was as respectful and interested in me and my medical
history as he was. He gave me his full attention in a pleasant and unhurried manner. I
would strongly recommend Dr. Harris” and

WHEREAS, Dr. Harris and his lovely bride Bernice are proud parents of seven
children, David, Malcolm, Joshua, Matthew, Christina, Jasmine, and Alexus

Now, therefore, be it PROCLAIMED that the Village of Woodmere takes great
pride in cerebrating the occasion of his 60TH birthday and recognizing March 7, as Dr.
Frederick D. Harris Day in The Village of Woodmere; and

Be it further proclaimed that the residents and staff take pleasure in recognizing
the significant professional achievements of Dr. Harris by expressing sincere gratitude
for the innumerable contributions Dr. Frederick D. Harris has made in the Village of
Woodmere, Cuyahoga County, and the State of Ohio.
I affix my signature herewith on the 19h Day of April 2019

Benjamin I. Holbert, III
Mayor
Village of Woodmere

